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ABSTRAer

All solutions of the standard Cabibbo model and the Spectrum Gene-
rating Group model are obtaine0 which are allowed by the latest ~~ental
data excluding the value for a~~ev. With the values of the parameters
fixed by these experimental data, predictions of the various models for
a~~eVand other yet unmeasured decay parameters are obtained. It is
shown that for most of the decay parameters there are only minor nifferen
ces bptween the predictions from the various models, except for a~-~nev -
and a~~ne\~here the differences are significant.

RESU/>lEN

Se obtienen todas las soluciones del modelo estándard de Cabibbo
y del modelo del Grupo Generador de Espectro que están permitidos por los
datos experimentales más recientes, excluyendo el valor o¿-~ev. Con los
valores de los parámetros fijados por ~tos datos, se obtfenen las predic-
ciones de los distintos modelos para 0e ~nev y para otros parámetros de d~
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sintegraciones aún no medidas. Se muestra que para la mayoría de los par!
metros de desintegración, sólo hay diferenc~~smenores entre las pred1cc1o
nes de los distintos modelos; excepto para a~-~nevy a~~ne~ donde las d~~
ferencias son significativas.

1. Im'ROOOCTION

The recent WA2 experiment at CERN(l) produced a large volume of
data on the hyperon semileptonic decays. For the first time in a single
experiment al1 important decays were measured and compared with existing
theoretical models: Cabibbo model and bag model (1,2), Spectrum Generating
Group model (3). Ademollo-Gatto expansion and higher multiplets in the
current(4). The methods used for the comparison in Refs 1-4 differ sig-
nificantly. In Ref. 1 only the data from the WA2 experiment (rates and
&l/fl ratios) are used for the comparison. Ref.2 uses world averaged
data for the rates and gl/fl ratios. In Refs.3,4 the comprehensive set
oí world averaged data is used to compare the rates, correlation coef-
ficients and asymmetrieswith the predictions of the Cabibbo modelo The
results oí the analysis in Reí. 1 are to sorne extcnt contradictory to those
of Refs.2-4. The main conclusion of Refs.2-4 is that the symmetry break-
ing is being observed in semileptonic hypcron decays while Reí. 1 reports
very good agreemcnt of the data with the simplcst version of the Cabibbo
model.

The other outstanding problem of the experimental status of the
Cabibbo theory is the sign of the gl/fl ratio for E-~nev. The first
measurement(S) indicates that the sign should be opposite to the one pre-
dicted by the Cabibbo theory while the WA2 paper favors the Cabibbo like
signo

The only model known to us that can well accomodate all the results
for scmileptonic decays of hyperons (including the non-Cabibbc sign of
thc gI/f¡ ratio fer ¿-~ev) is the Cabibbo model with SU(3) treated as
thc spcctrum gencTating group(6). The experiment in progress at Fermilab
should providc us with a value fer a;-~cvin which we can have confi-
dence.

In vicw of this experUncnt it is Unpürtant:
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i) To review the experimental situatían and test the various models
using the world averaged data including the one from the WA2 experi-
mento

ii)

iii)

tive

To find the solutions of the various models to the experimental data
excluding the value for ,,~--+nev This wi11 a11"",us to make a11 the
predictions for "e that are possible for these models when only the
well established data are taken into account. It will a150 show liS

the minimal set of data required to fix the parameters of the modelo
To predict the values for yet unmeasured decay parameters of the not
so well observed processes.
This will show which processes and observables are the most sensi-

to differentiate between these models. We wi11 also give predictirns
far the rates oí the not yet observed decayso

The plan of our paper is the following. In Section 2 we briefIy
review a11 the considered thcoretical models. In Section 3 we describe
the observables relevant to the semileptonic hyperon decays and review
the present status oí the experimental situatían. In Section 4 we deter-
mine the parameters of the Cabibbo modeI and of the spectrum generating
group mode1 (SG mode1). Section 5 is devoted to the discussion of the
predictions oí a11 the considered models far the new processes and observ
ables. In Section 6 we give the conclusions.

2. 1llEORETICAL mDW; FOR SBULEPTQ\l1C H¥PERQ\I DECAYS

The current for the transition matrix element is(7)

cos(ec)(V~-i2 + A~-i2) for 6S = O

J~ (1)

sin (OC) (V4-i5 + A4-i5) for 6S 1
~ ~

The upper indices in the currcnt (1) are the SU(3) indices.
The V_A(8) transition matrix elemcnt for the decay &+B'lv is the
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following:

G
H=il

for ~S = 01

l
for 6S = lJ

(2)Ble U' B'B.).IV B'S 1.1 -+&1 y YSg2 10 qYY5 +p,) q Y5)uBXVYYU(l-YJu1'

The fl,f2 and f3 are vector current form factors and gl,g2 and g3 are
axial vector current form factors.

FronEq. (1) it follows that the form factors fi and gi are equa1:

r C(y;a'Bn)f~Y)
Y=F,O

gB'S = r C(y;a'Bn)p,(Y), .,
Y==F,D

(3)

In Eq.(3) the C(y;a'Bn) are the C1ebsch-Gordan cocfficients of the SU(3)
group and a,a' and a are SU(3) quantum numbers of B, B' and the current
and ffy) and gfY) are the SU(3) rcduced form factors, y stands for F
(antisymmetric) or D(symmetric). The vector part of too current in
Eq.(l) is in the same octet as the e1ectromagnetic current8) (CVC) , and
tOOs the vector current SU(3) form factors can be determined from the hy-
peron magnetic moments.

The derivation of Eq.(3) is based on the Wigner-Eckart thcorem
which requires that the hadron momentum Pu commutes with the generators
Ea of the SU(3) group:

(4)

Eq.(4) is certain1y not fulfi11cd exactly since the masscs in too hyperan
octet are not all equal. The Cabibbo thcory can therefore be on1y appro-
xtmate with an accuracy that depcnds upon the degree of violation of
Eq. (4).
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An alternative to Eq.(4) is the assumption that the hadron 4-ve-
locity P~=P~M-l commutes with the generators of the SU(3) group(9):

(4')

Eq. (4') is not in irnmediate contradiction with the variation of mas ses
within the multiplet so we shall treat this equation as exacto

Eq. (4') requires that the formulas (1) and (3) be slightly re-
formulated: the momentum transfer q~ has to be replaced by the velocity
transfer

(S)

After this replacement the formulas (2) and (3) read

GH=¡¡

F~'B = E C(y;c,Ba.)F(Yl
1 1Y=F,D

GB'B = E C(y;a'Ba.)G(Y)
1 1

Y=F ,G

(2' )

(3')

All the form factors in Eqs.(2') and (3') are functions of the velocity
transfer(S). This difference is reflected by denoting them by capital
letters. Both sets of form factors can be expressed by one another. TI,e
relevant formulas are given in Reí.IO.

Il'henboth versions of the Cabibbo model are confronted with the
latest, very accurate experLmental data, there are significant deviations
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presento Therefore, further refinements are necessary. They inelude ra-
diative corrections, q2 dependence oí the form factors and perhaps a150

sorne admixture of the currents transforming according to the 10, 10 and
27 representations of the 5U(3) group.

The radiative corrections are important only for the rates. They
can be divideJ into two parts: the mode1 independent part and the mode1
dependent parto The mode1 dependent part can be inc1uded by resca1ing
the weakccupling constan!:

G + Gx(l+C)

Our eva1uation of C is C = 1%.

(6)

and
the

The mode1
is largest far
Coulomb termo

independent part depends upon thc process considered
the neutral hyperon decays where it is dominatod by
Exp1icit values of the model independent part of the

radiative corrections are given in Reí.ll.
The q2 dependence is important for the f1 and gl form factors

on1y. We assume that their functiona1 dependence on q2 is the fol1owing*:
2

f
1
(q2) f1 (O)x(l + ~)

~ 2
g1 (q2) g1 (O)x(l +~)

M2
A

(7)

with ~V=0.B4 GeV/c', MA=1.0B GeV/c' for 6$=0 and ~=0.97 GeV/c',
MA=1.25 GeV/c' for 6$=1 (1).

The curren! given in Eq.(l) can be gcneralized to contain a150
other representations of the 5U(3) group. On1y the currents transforming
according to the lO, iD and 17 representations of 5U(3) can give non van-

• The results are not very sensitive to the particular values o£ MV and
MA, but the experimental data are sufficiently accurate that they are
sensitive to the presence of the q2 dependence of the form factors.
Omitting them makes the agreement of theory with experiment significarrt
ly worse. -
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ishing contribution for semileptonic decays. The other outstanding prob-
lem is the contruction of the current. Wewill assume that the current
is obtained by the rotation of the ~=O current through the angle 8Caround the 7th axis in the 50(3) space(4,12):

(8)

where

This fonn leads to the lengthy fonnula for the current which 15 given in
Ref.4. An alternative approach to the construction of the current is
given in Ref.12. To calculate the rnatrix element of the current (8) one
needs the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The full set of the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients is given in Table l.

3. PRESENT EXPERI~lENTAL SITIJATIO'l

The experimental situation in hyperon decays has greatly improved
in the last three years. For the first time high statistics experiments
have been perfonned and the results published(I,13). In Ref.l, as men-
tioned before, all important electron modes of the semileptonic hyperon
decays have been measured. The results given in Ref.l are the following:

-4Br. ratio=(0.561.0.031)xI0 ,

-3Br. ratio=(0.96'0.05)xI0

Br. ratio=(0.564.0.031)xI0-3,

0.03'0.08

-0.34'0.05

0.25.0.05
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process 8F 8D 10 ID 27I 271
I 2

I 13 12 12 212 On." /O /1"0 ¡r; ¡r; 3¡r;

+ I j j 2 OE-~A O
~ 15 15 315

A."
1 1 O 1 fi O- 2

215 15 ¡r;

L: - -+Jl 1 _ ,1 12 12 2 2
/O /1"0 ¡r; ¡r; 915

-9

=.--+11 1 1 O 1 - £1-2 215 15 ¡r; O

:::--+[0 1 _13" 2 1 __ 2 2¡¿

213" 21S" ¡r; ¡r; 9/1"0 9

EO~p 1 _13 2 1 2 212
213 21S" lIT ¡r; 9/1"0 9

:::o..•¿+ 1 _...!l ¡¿ ¡¿ 2 2
/O /1"0 ¡r; ¡r; gIS" 9

:::-+=.o 1 13 12 12 212 O
16 /1"0 ¡r; ¡r; 31':5

¿:- -+1:0 1 O 1 1 O 2
13 ¡r; lIS 313

I°-+I:+ _2. O 1 1 O 2

13 ¡r; ¡r; 313
•

U O a i2
O

2
::: -+ n 15 3/,

"0.,, O O
¡¿

O 2
O

IS 313

E+~
Il l

O O O O
15 313

:::0..•[- Il 2
O O O o

/5 313

Table l. Complete table of the Clebsch-Gordan coeff1C1ents for thel16hYPjron semileptonic decays. 11=1, 12=2 for 65=0 and 11= 2 '
1
2
-
2

for ~=1.
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. -4Sr. ratlo"(0.87!0.17) 10

(10)

-3Br. ratio"(0.857!0.036)x10 , 0.70!0.03

In ReL13, only the process A--pev has been considered. The
pub1ished resu1ts are pre1iminary since on1y a fraction of a11 the data
has been ana1yzed (10,039 events). Neverthe1ess, it is the A--pev exper-
iment with the highest statistics. The results pub1ished in Ref.13 are
the fo11owing:

or

(1.313!0.024)x10-3

and

r(A+pev) (3.204!0.068)x106 sec-1 (11)

0.715!0.025

The va1ue of gl/f1 obtained in the analysis of the experimental data de-
pends on the va1ue of g2 through the relation

g
0.715 + 0.25xf

1
(12)

and the data indicate that g2 shou1d be small.
Thc results in Refs. 1.13 are consistent with cach othcr, and

they are a150 consistent with the earlier data(14), so it is admissible
to average these resu1ts. ~breover the va1ue of gl/f1 depends very weruuy
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on qZ(13). This averaging yields

(13)

gl~ ' 0.690,0.034
1

Branching ratio and ~1/f1 are the most common observables for
semileptonic hyperon decays. Determination of gl/f1 requiresvcrydetai-
led knowledge of other form factors. The usual assumptions are: f1 and
f2 are determined from the cve and g =0. Because of that, these experi-
mental values of gl/f1 cannot be used for the comparison of the theories
that do not fulfill these assumptions, and, ••g., the prediction for gl/f1
of the model with g2fO cannot be compared with the experimental gl/f1'
To avoid such problems, we use a150 other observables. They are the el~
tron-neutrino corre latían coefficient and electron, ncutTina and final
baryon asymmetries. They are defined by

(14)

where N+( ) is the number o' events with cos 8 >«)0 for a ,cos- e\l ev
8e>«)0 for 0e' cos 8v>«)0 for 0v and cos 8s->«)0 for 0s-' Thc initial
baryon has to bc polarized for the measurement of 0e' 0v and "a ~ and tnc
angles oí partiele momcnta are rneasured with respect to the direction of
the polarization of the initial baryon. •lf the polarization of thc final baryon can be measurcd, then
there are additional obscrvables. They are related to the asymmetries
of the decay products of the final baryon. We call these observables A
and B. Their definitían is given in Ref.16, and they are a150 briefly
discussed in Ref.l.

The full set of the experimental data used for the determination
of the parameters of thc models is given in Table 11. The data in the
Table 11 arc essentially the data of Ref.15 which are updated and aug-
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TABLEIl

process experimental value

n -+p ev (rate) 1. 114!0. 020
+

(rate)E ..•.11 ev 0.250!0.063
1: -+-/1. Cv (rate) 0.387!0.018
A ..p ev (rate) 3.180!0.058
1: -+J1 ev (rate) 6.896!0.235
.::..•.11 Cv (rate) 3.352!0.367
.::-..•.roev (rate) 0.53 !0.104
A ..p ~v (rate) O.596!0 .133
r ....n I.IV (rate) 3.036!0.271
=,-""'A IJV (rate) 2. 133!2 .133
n"""P ev (ae) -0.074!0.004
n -+p ev (ae) -0.083!0.002
n 1> ev (a) 0.998!0.025
+1:- ..•.1\ ev (aev) -0.35 !0.15
r-....I\ ev (ae) -0.404!O.044
1:- ..•.1\ ev (A) 0.07 !0.07
r.-""I\ eV (B) 0.85 !0.07
A "'P ev (ae) -0.013!0.014
A "'P ev (ae) 0.125!0.066
A "'P ev (av) 0.82l!0.060
A "'P ev (as -) -0.508!0.065
r-O+Y} ev (ae) 0.279!0.026
r--+n ev (ae) 0.26 !0.19
=.- ..•.11 ev (ae) 0.53 :tO.l r.
=.--+11. ev (A) 0.62 !0.10

Table 11. Experimental data for semileptonic hyperon decays. Rates are in
l06sec-l with the exception af the rate for n+peV which is in
10-3 sec-1.
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mented by the recent experiments(I,5,13). The references to the earlier
experiments are in Reí. 15.

4. DETERHlNATION OF TIIE PARAMETERSOF TIIE mDELS

Let us first consider the standard Cabibbo modelo The parameters
oí this model are Se' giF) and giD) As mentioned befare, the vector
current 5U(3) reduced form factors fY are determined through evc from

1

the charges and the hyperon magnetic moments. g~Y) are assumed to vanish
froro the assl~ption oí the absence oí the second class currents, and g~Y)
can be neglected becausc they enter in the cxperimentally measured quanti
ties with the factor ml/~ Thus there are effectively three parameters
to be fitted.

In the case of the 5G model we have 5 parameters: e , G(F) , G(D) ,
(F) (D) e 1 1G3 and G3 . As in the case of the standar Cabibbo model the vector

current form factor s are determincd through evc and G~F) = G~D) = O from
the assumption oí the absence oí the second elass currents. G(F) and

(D) B-B B-B 3G3 now enter the gl and g2 through a symmetry breaking term propc~
tianal to ~-rnB~' so that thcrc are now S effcctive parameters.

The parameters of all the models can be determined either from the
fuI! se! oí the data ar from a suitable subsct. In OUT determination we
shall not use the full set of data. First we exclude experimental gl/f1s.
We could have used these data for the determination of the parameters of
the standar Cabibbo mcxlel. OJr airo, however, is to compare the predic-
tions of the standardCabibbo model with the 5G model. The gl/f -s cannot_ 1

be used for the 5G model, because it predicts g~ B r O. 50 in order to
}~ve a consistent picture we have to use the same set of~datafar the de-
termifu1tion oí the parameters of a11 the mode1s, and this excludes the use
of g/f1-s.

Not all the data in Table JI are cqually well described by the
Cabibbo modelo The strongest contradiction between the theory and exper-
iment is for ae(¿-~ev). In order to be free of that contradiction, to
aV0id any possible bIas and to see which value the various models predict
for it, we have decided to exclude this experimental result írom the set
oí the data írom which we determinen the paramcters.
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To determine the parameters of all the models we have performcd

thc x2 fits of the free parameters to all the models.
In the Table 111 we have given the values of the parameters of aH

the models together with the corresponding value of x2• It is clear that
the quality of all the fits is comparable and rather poor.

In the case of the Cabibbo model the solution is unique (case A) .
In the case oí the SG model we have two distinct solutions. The first
one (case B) is a small modification of thestandard Cabibbo model solu-
tion. lts existence is a consequeI~e oí the faet that the standard
Cabibbo model and the Sg model become identical in the limit of equal
masses within the multiplet.

The second solution (case C) for the SG model is significantly dii
ferent from the first solution. Its characteristic feature is a large val
ue for the parameters G~F) and G~D) . These two solutions give different-
predictions for the quantities not used in the fit. The most important
differences occur for the parameters of the decay ¿-;nev.

The predictions of all the models for the experimentally measured
numbers are given in TabIe rv. The second solution for the SG model
(case C) reproduces the experimental value of ae(¿-;nev) very well in con-
trast to the standard r.abibbo model (case A) and the Cabibbo like solution
of the SG model (case B).

Nith aC->n.v excluded the main contribution to X2 for aH three so•lutions Comes from r(¿-~Aev). Without this one value the fit would be
very good. As has been shown before(2-4) this discrepancy for r(¿-~Aev)
may be a manifestation fo symmetry breaking and can be very well explained
by the inelusion oí higher representations in the axial current. Includ-
ing three ncw parameters for the higher representations in the gl-form
factors one obtains the fits given in Table III (cases D, E anJ F corres-
ponJing to the cases A,B and C, respectively). In all three cases we can
note a significant improvcment in the quality of the fits. The contribu-
tion of the 10 and 27 representations of the SU(3) group are roughly equal
and approximately 10\ of the octet contribution while the contribution TU
is small.



Paramcter

sin(ec)

& (F) OT G(F)
1 1

&(D)OT G(D)
1 1

A

0.225W.002

1.10 tO.OI

-1.46 tO.OI

TABLE lI1

B e

0.239tO.003 0.244tO.002

1.08 tO.OI 1.02 tO.02

-1.48 tO.OI -1.52 tO.OI

D

0.224tO.003

1.12 tO.02

-1.37 tO.03

E F

0.241tO.008 0.252tO.007

1.11 tO.02 1.06 tO.04

-1.39 tO.o~ -1.46 tO.03

G(F)
3

G(D)
3

10 10&, OT G,

10 10&, OT G,
27 27gl or Gl

x2 40.51

-2.2 t3.1

3.2 t4.3

42.93

-16.6 t3.7

-41.2 t3.3

44.17

-0.13 tO.03

0.06 tO.03

-0.09 tO.03

13.88

1.0 t4.7

2.6 t8.5

-0.13 tO.03

0.05 tO.04

-0.11 tO.04

14.67

-9.8 t8.1

-40.1 t5.5

-0.11 tO.03

0.0 tO.04

-0.09 tO.05

19.45

'"~
'"

Table 111. Values of the fitted parameters for different models. A - standard Cabibbo model, B - SG
model _ first solution, C - SG model - second solution. Cases D, E and F are like A, B and
C but higher representations in the current are also included.
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TABLE IV

process A B e D E F

n -+p ev (rate) 1.095 1.087 1.083 1.104 1.096 1.090
+ (rate) 0.276 0.276 0.281 0.234¡:~A ev 0.235 0.237
¡:~A ev (rate) 0.458 0.457 0.461 0.389 0.388 0.389
A->p ev (rate) 3.209 3.238 3.231 3.161 3.176 3.177
r-"'n ev (rate) 6.757 6.566 6.592 7.984 6.873 6.784
=.--+/1 ev (rate) 2.878 2.717 2.979 2.233 3.161 3.376
- o (rate) 0.512 0.549 0.551 0.541 0.624 0.677::: -+1: ev

A ~p ~v (rate) 0.546 0.550 0.555 0.538 0.541 0.553
r--+n ~v (rate) 3.153 3.008 2.984 3.255 3.144 3.133
=.- -+A ~v (rate) 0.820 0.773 0.810 0.918 0.897 0.921
TI -+ p ev (ae) -0.074 -0.074 -0.074 -0.076 -0.076 -0.076
n -+ p CV (Oe) -0.082 -0.081 -0.081 -0.083 -0.083 -0.084
TI -+ p ev (a) 0.989 0.989 0.989 0.989 0.989 0.989

+[-"""'/1 ev (ae) -0.408 -0.403 -0.463 -0.408 -0.404 -0.466
r- -+/1. ev (ae) -0.412 -0.407 -0.473 -0.'12 -0.408 -0.476
[--+/\ ev (A) 0.057 0.042 0.044 0.062 0.046 0.048
r.- -+/1 ev (B) 0.884 0.884 0.901 0.884 0.884 0.901
A->p ev (ae) -0.019 -0.025 -0.027 -0.016 -0.014 -0.014
A->p ev (a ) 0.009 0.007 0.004 0.011 0.014 0.007e
A->p ev (a) 0.977 0.984 0.976 0.976 0.979 0.958
A->p ev ("s') -0.578 -0.582 -0.574 -0.578 -0.583 -0.563
E--+n ev (ae) 0.334 0.301 0.297 0.294 0.279 0.276
¡:-~ ev (a ) -0.617 -0.678 0.129 -0.658 -0.702 0.045e
=.--+/1 ev (ae) 0.653 0.663 0.723 0.513 0.5U 0.642
=.--+/1 ev (A) 0.455 0.446 0.622 0.632 0.633 0.687

Table IV. Predictions of different models for the observables from Table
n. Columns A, B, e, D, E and F have the same meaning as in
the Table III.
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In Table IV we give the predictions of all the models for the
experimentally measured quantities. The mast significant remaining devi~

tions are for A~vo These deviations can be explained by the right-
handed currentJ17~ So far this is only a 3 standard deviation effect,
but if it is confirmed by future expertmcnts it is 3n indicatíon that the
leptonic current cannot be pure V_Á18~

5o NEW PREDICTION5

The progress in experimental techniques makes thc more accurate
rncasuremcnt oí the hyperon decays possible. Thc predictions oí the exis!
ing models are a guide for choosing the processes that will provide the
most significant information. TI1Cmeasuremcnt oí thcse new processes and
observables will serve as a further test oí the existing models, will
allow us to better distinguish between them and give valuable information
on the type of the corrections to the Cabibbo modelo

First we shal1 give predictions far the rates oí the not yetmea~
ured hypcron semileptonic decays. The results are given in the rabIe V.
Frem this table ane can see that the largest rates are far the dccays
l:o""'pevand r°-+PIl\J. Experimentally these deeays are not possible to ob-
serve due to the large EO width for ,he electromagnetic decay EO+Ayo

~!extcome =:o-+¿+ev and '5?-+r+\-lvdecays. The existing bound for
both these decays(14) is not far from the prediction of the Table V for
the eleetron mode. The measurement of this decay is thus feasible and we
give in Table VI the predictions for other decay parameters fOI the proc-
ess ::o-+r+ev .

The next three decays in the Table Vare the ~=O decays within
the same isomultipleto The rates for these decays are about 106 times
smaller than the rates for other semileptonic decay modes for these par-
tieles. Thcy thus secm to be inaccessible experimentally.

The remaining 8 decays from Table Vare either ~=2 or óI-~
processes, so they are forbidden in the standard Cabibbo model and in the
SG model with octet currents. They are al so forbiddcn in the Cabibbo
model with the symmetry breaking scheme of ReLIgo On the other hand if
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TABLE V

Process exp A B e o E F
upper
bound

¿0"1J ev 3.1SS 3.081 3.075 2.839 2.819 3.011
1:°4' UV 1.438 1.378 1.366 1.297 1.262 1.320
:::o.• ¿+ev 3.8 0.901 0.968 0.973 0.745 0.841 0.954
::O-+L+~\) 3.8 0.776E-2 0.834E-2 0.868E-2 0.642E-2 0.725E-2 0.856E-2
:::--+;::oev 0.154E-5 0.158E-5 0.170E-5 0.127E-5 0.129E-5 0.143E-5
¿-.•¿oe\) 0.903E-6 0.881E-6 0.843E-6 0.867E-6 0.855E-6 0.835E-6
r°-+¿+ev 0.866E-7 0.845E-7 0.808E-7 0.831E-7 0.820E-7 0.801E-7
,,'.••.•ev 19.5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.183E-2 0.797E-3 0.016
,," +n UV 91.4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.130E-2 0.565E-3 0.012
:::o-+p ev 4.5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.062 0.059 0.015
,,04' UV 4.5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.044 0.041 0.011
r+""'n ev 0.06 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.441E-2 0.198E-2 0.037
¿;+"m l.lV 0.4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.190E-2 0.855E-3 0.016:::o"¿-ev 3.1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.430E-2 0.471E-2 0.109E-2
:::o-+¿-J.lV 3.1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.832E-5 0.909E-5 0.211E-5
Table v. Predictions for the rates oi the not yet observed hyperon sem-

ileptonic decays. The rates are in the units oE l06sec-l. Columns
A, B, e, D, E and F have the same meaning as in the Table 111.

TABLE VI

:.::?-+¿+ ev

observable A B e o E F

aev -0.216 -0.216 -0.262 -0.170 -0.180 -0.250
ae -0.206 -0.199 -0.215 -0.162 -0.160 -0.199
av 0.980 0.979 0.983 0.989 0.989 0.988
as-

-0.438 -0.454 -0.455 -0.469 -o .481 -0.456
A 0.652 0.632 0.632 0.698 0.672 0.651
B 0.669 0.687 0.693 0.627 0.653 0.677
&/£1 1.250 1.291 1.195 1.116 1.168 1.125

Table VI. Observables for :::o-+r+ev. CoIurnns A, B, e, D, E and F have the
sarn€ meaning as in the Table 111.
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in the axial current there are terms tranforming according to the 10, ro
or 27 representations of the SU(3) group then these processes become al-
lowed and their observatían would be a strong evidence far the presence
of higher representations in the weak current. The prcdictions of the ~
el with higher representations in the axial current are given in columns
D,E and F of the Table V.

For two decays ~°+pev and r+7nev the existing experimental up.
per bound for the rate is not very far from our prcdictions. These decays
are therefore very good candidates for the search of higher representa-
ticos in the axial current, Very interesting phenomenon can a150 be no~

ticed for the other observables for these decays. 11,e only non vanishing
form factor far thesc decays is &1' For this reason the electron-neutrino
correlation coefficient 0ev and the asymmetries Ue, 0v and os; do not dc-
pend on the particular value of gl' but are determincd by the phase space
only. 11,e prcdictions for these observables are the following:

:::°-+pev r+-+nev

° -0.7452 ° -0.6057eV eV

° -0.7171 ° -0.6990e e

°v .0.7171 °v 0.6990

°B' O as'" "" O

The deviation from this prcdiction would be the evidence far the
existence of the second class current (through the form factor g2) or pre~
eoce oí higher representations in the vector current. In cither case the
deviation shou1d be small (proportional to (~-~_)/(~~,)). The disap-
pointing element of this prcdiction is that these data cannot help us to
distinguish hetween the models.

The important question is hew te distinguish experimentally bet-
ween the vanous models. The prcdictions of the Cabibbo model (cases A
and D) and the first solutions of the SG model (cases B and E) are very
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close to ane another. To be able to distinguish between these cases ene
would need very high statistics experiments far precise measurements oí
the form faetors (e.g., the measurement of g2/f1)' This possibility seems
to be rather remote, so prcsently these two cases are inuistinguishable.

The seeond solution for the SG model is eharaeterized by large
values of dJ~)whieh implies large values of the &J form faetors for some
processes. As mentioned befare the contribution oí the form factor &3 is
suppressed by the factor m1/ma so these large values of gJ do not have an
appreeiable influenee on the observables. The importanee of large d;),s
is based on its influence on thc values oí the &1 and &2 form factors.
The contribution of GjF) and GiD) to the g1 and g2 form faetors is sup-
presscd by the factor (ma-ma-)1.mama _ so large rfiY1,s can manifest them-
selves best when the mass diffcrence is large. This is the case far
¿-~ev where, due to the G;Y) 's, the sign of g, form factor has been
changoothus reproducing the experimental value of Cl. The predictions for

•all the observables for E-~ev are given in Table VII. One can see the
drama tic difference in al1 thc asymmetries between the cases C,F and A,B,
D,E. The absolute value of g1/f1 by itself does not allow to distinguish
between the two models. The information of ReLl abcut the sign of g/f 1
far r-~nev favors the ncgative sign ayer the positive sign by 2.6 stand-
ard dcviations so there appeared to be a strong contradiction ¡Y'iththe
value of g1/f1 obtained from a.. !n Ref.20 it ~1S been shown that such a
contradiction can arise because g2 was set equal to zero in the anal)'sis
of the data of Ref.l, and t~1t al1 the experimental data for E-~ev are
in fact consistcnt provided the g2 fonm factor is large.

The other processes which show a systcm.'1tic differcncc between
the standard Cabibbo model and the SG mode! are the decays E+7Aev and
¿-+Aev. The predictions for thcse processes are given in the Table VIII.
The most significant differcnce occurs for Clev for both processcs. The

Cl is larger for the second solution of the SG model by 10\ more thanev
for the standard Cabibbc model. Smaller differences are also present for
the other observables. It is importnnt to note tmn Clev can be rather

precisely rncasurcd since no polarizcd hyperons are nceded for its dctenmi-
natíon. The dircct precise rncasurcmcnt oí a for r.:!::-+Aevcan toos discrimevinate between thc two models.
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¿-"oev

observable A

0.334
-0.617
-0.389
0.693
.0.348

B

0.301
-0.678
-0.393
0.735
-0.402

e
0.297
0.129
0.189
-0.175
0.458

D
0.294

-0.658
-0.382
0.716
-0.376

E

0.279
-0.702
-0.388
0.749

-0.423

F

0.276
0.045
0.132

-0.082
0.366

Table VII. Observables for ¿-~ev. Columns A, S, e, D, E and F ha ve the
same meaning as in the Table 111.

Tab1e Vll1

r+"hev

observable A

-0.408
-0.703
0.643
0.077
0.052
0.885
0.000

B

-0.403
-0.699
0.647
0.065
0.039
0.885
-0.004

e
.0.463
-0.713
0.659
0.066
0.039
0.889

-0.004

D

.0.408
-0.705
0.641
0.083
0.056
0.885
0.000

E

-0.404
-0.701
0.644
0.071
0.042
0.855

-0.004

F

,0.466
-0.716
0.658
0.071
0.043
0.899
-0.004

observable

a
ev

"e
"v

A

-0.412
-0.707
0.642
0.085
0.057
0.884
0.000

r-"I\ev

B

-0.407
-0.702
0.644
0.072
0.042
0.884
-0.004

e

-0.473
-0.719
0.660
0.073
0.044
0.901
-0.005

D

-0.412
-0.709
0.639
0.092
0.062
0.884
0.000

E

-0.408
-0.705
0.642
0.078
0.046
0.884
-0.U05

F

-0.476
-0.723
0.658
0.080
0.048
0.901
-0.005

Table VIII. Observables for r+ .•l\ev and r-"I\ev. Columns A, S, e, o, E and
F have the same meaning as in the Table 111.
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The next important question is the presence of higher representa

tioos in thc axial vector current. It can be detected in two "ays. The
first ane is the observatían oí the processes forbidden in the standard
Cabibbo model and allowed by the current with higher representations in-
cluded. The processes that can serve far this purpose are: =-~ev,
o + 0-
~ -+pev, 1: 4f1CV, := "1: ev and the !T1Jon modes far these processes. As rncn-

tioned before out of these processes the experimental upper bound is the
f 0+ + d -o o An . nf'elasest ar ~ -+-nev.r -+nuv an ~ "pev, := "puv. y exper~ental co 1T-

matian oí the high~r renrescntations should be made by searching far these
processes. TI1C cxisting data far the well measured semileptonic hyperon
dccays are not sufficicnt touniquely r1etenníne the existence oí higher
representations in the wcak curTent since the existing deviations can be
explained by other means of symmetry breakino,.

6 • CONCLUS J(A'lS

The semileptonic hyperon uecays is still the mast important area
for the verification of the structure of the weak currents. The prescnt
data are not fully compatible with the standard Cabibbo modelo The main
discrepancics are:
l. Rate fer L-~Aev coming írom one experiment(l).
2. ae for L-~nev coming írom four consistent experiments, one of which is

statistically significant.
3. ae, avand as' for A~pev coming from several consistent experiments(21).

The first discrepancy (-3.60) can be explained either by Ademollo-
Gatto symmetry breaking or by the presence of the higher representations
in the weak currcnt. The observation of the forbidden processes would be
evidence for the higher representations in the current. If the experimen-
tal upper limits for the rates of these processes are reduced below our
predictions then the only remaining possibility is the symmctry breaking.
In either case thc corrections to thc existing theoretical models are of
the order of 10\.

The sccond discrepancy cannot be corrected within the standard
Cabibbo model by small corrcctions. If thc existing value of ae for
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r~~nev is confirmed by the current expertment at Fermilab then it will be
very diffieult to reeoneile this value with the standard Cabibbo models.
This value of 0e is in very good agrecment with the SG model and it may
serve as evidenee for this type of the models. The other quantity that
may be able to distinguish between these two models is the value o for
+ ev

r.-""'I\ev.
The third diserepaney eannot be explained by either of these

models. The existing values for these observables should be eheeked ex-
perimentally. If they are confirmed, it may serve as evidence for right
handed eurrents, and then the other precesses should be eheeked for the
presenee of sueh eurrents also. It should also be stresscdthat from the
rate and gl/£l alone, one carmot detect the right handed currents.

11,e answers to a11 these problems can only be given by high sta-
tistics experiments with polarized initial hyperons.
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